Leading Specialty Manufacturer
Chempace Announces Contract Expansion
TOLEDO, Ohio, July 15, 2015 (SEND2PRESS NEWSWIRE) — Chempace, a global
manufacturer since 1968 of leading specialty chemicals, announces the
launching of a 15,000 square foot contract manufacturing expansion at the
company’s Toledo, Ohio facility to support the rapidly growing needs of the
contract packaging industry.
Having mastered the science and art of product development, production, and
packaging to satisfied customers all over the world, Chempace’s contract
division is the first major step in their strategy to provide an end-to-end
solution for real-time contract packaging needs. Chempace’s new division
removes the unnecessary costs and time of working with multiple vendors
typically associated when producing a product solution.
“Why mix, ship and bottle when Chempace offers an end-to-end solution?” Rick
Shall, President of Chempace explained. “Chempace is committed to investing
in the latest technology to improve the current conditions typically
associated with packaging solutions for small to large clients. Today’s
marketplace is extremely competitive. Our Toledo facility expansion offers a
truly cost-effective and professional packaging solution.”
Choosing a manufacturing partner is the largest partnership a start-up or
existing company enters into. Chempace understands selecting the wrong
partner can cause delays and cost overruns which can lead to losing sales to
competitors due to lower pricing. Unfortunately, most contract packaging
companies require substantial orders to provide full customization and
private branding. Chempace wants to be the game changer with their new
contract packaging division through dedication to teamwork, technological
advancements and customer-driven satisfaction guarantees.
Chempace can help small to large clients take control of their packaging
needs by offering a closed-loop solution from mixing and bottling to labeling
and distribution. They are able to manufacture a product with a proprietary
formula, or can develop a product exclusively to meet any unique
specification for a variety of household to industrial liquid filling needs;
handling almost any liquid type for packaging from as low as 4 ounces to as
large as 330 gallon totes or 4,000 gallon tankers in any volume required.
More information can be found at http://www.Chempace.com/.
About Chempace:
Chempace, located in Toledo, Ohio, is a full-service global, specialty
chemical manufacturer, private labeler and contract manufacturer with
worldwide distribution capabilities. Chempace is recognized for quality
chemical solutions at competitive market pricing in deodorizing, odor
control, cleaning solutions serving leading companies in septic and grease
haulers, municipalities, industrial, automotive, RV, marine, portable
sanitation, private aviation, motor coach and government sectors.
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